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Hari OsOfsky 
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Welcoming Remarks

amy stein 
Maurice A. Deane School of Law at Hofstra University

I Said What I Meant and I Meant What I Said: Providing Students  
with Meaningful Feedback 
Commenting on student work is one of the most difficult and also one of the most important parts of 
the job of a legal writing professor.  I have developed a method of grading student work that provides 
consistency between students, as well as significant individual feedback. In this presentation, I will share 
samples of the general rubrics I prepare which serve the dual purpose of providing students with 
information as to how their paper should be structured, as well as ensuring that I am consistently looking 
for the same things as I grade papers. I will also discuss the individual summative comments that I prepare. 
Finally, since we can’t ignore the pandemic elephant in the room, I will discuss how I’ve been able to 
effectively transition from grading hardcopy papers to grading online.

kirsten Davis 
Stetson University College of Law

What Are You Teaching, Anyway?: A Philosophy and Rhetoric of  
Legal Writing
This presentation challenges participants to theorize the discipline of legal writing and to think deeply about 
what it is that they are doing in the legal academy as teachers (and scholars) of legal writing.  Participants 
will leave the session with a new way of thinking about their work as faculty working with law students—a 
pursuit that is far more than teaching students how to “write like lawyers.”

Break 

elizaBetH sHerOwski 
University of Detroit Mercy School of Law

Change Your Syllabus, Change Your Life
The syllabus is usually the first thing that your students experience in our course — and we never get a 
second chance to make a first impression. By changing the focus of the syllabus from rules and policies to 
explanations and support, we can change our students’ (and our) view of the course. Participants will leave 
this presentation with a new outlook on syllabi, teaching, and life.

Break 
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Jim Dimitri 
Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of Law

Neuroscience & Legal Writing: Using Reading Science to Teach Editing 
Skills  
“Proofread more than once.” “Edit on paper.” “Set your draft aside for a while before you come back 
to edit it.” Do modern principles of neuroscience support the editing advice we give to our students? In 
particular, how might studies about our brains’ activity while we read text inform the way we teach effec-
tive editing practices to our students? This presentation will explore this topic and offer possible answers to 
these questions.

emily Grant 
Washburn School of Law

Students at the Front of Classroom
French author Joseph Joubert wisely noted that “To teach is to learn twice,” and we can employ this maxim 
in our classrooms in a variety of ways. This session will focus on ideas for how to use students to teach 
concepts to their classmates, thereby solidifying their own grasp of the subject matter. And it will provide 
ideas for ways to manage and direct students at the front of the classroom to maximize their effectiveness 
for all students in the room.

luncH Break  

virtual luncH mixer

mary ksOBiecH  
Iowa College of Law

Using Self-Assessment Worksheets as a Newer Professional: Check your 
Students’ Comprehension, Improve your Conferences, and Streamline 
your Grading

When I began teaching, I knew only vaguely of student self-assessment. I assumed that I had plenty to learn 
in trying to assess the students’ work myself; incorporating their self-assessment seemed impossible. But in 
recent years (and especially during recent Zoom-held classes), I began using the students’ own assessment 
to our mutual advantage. In this presentation I share how I employ self-assessment worksheets (1) as a tool 
for class discussion and verifying student comprehension early in the semester; (2) as a springboard for 
better student conferences; and (3) as a way to target your critiquing during a busy semester.

racHel crOskery-rOBerts 
University of California, Irvine School of Law

Using Guided Research Logs to Provide Scaffolding to Students Working 
on Their First Major Analytical Research Project

I have never been entirely pleased with the way in which students learn research process. How do we 
effectively convey the importance of each step in the process? How do we keep students from being 
overwhelmed by complex analytical research while still challenging them to build necessary skills? Although 
I have used research logs in the past, students often struggled to understand the purpose and function of 
the research without additional guidance. I have developed a guided research log that I hope provides 
more scaffolding in walking students through the steps of complex research without spoon feeding them 
the information.

Break  
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suzanne rOwe 
University of Oregon School of Law

Conferencing for Formative Assessment and Professional Development: 
Best Practice for New Professors
Individual student conferences offer some of the best possibilities for teaching legal writing, especially if 
you are guided by best practices.  Drawing on articles from legal writing scholars, we’ll discuss how to 
provide formative assessment in this important setting, whether in-person or online.  We’ll also address 
the opportunities and challenges for students’ professional development in individual and small-group 
conferences. Come with specific questions and tough situations, and we’ll work through them together.

Break  

JOan rOcklin 
University of Oregon School of Law

Success with Softer Skills
The authors of What the Best Law Teachers Do identify the ability to build relationships with students as a 
hallmark of what “the Best Law Teachers” do.  But how do law professors build relationships with their 
students?  There is no one way.  This presentation is an open-ended discussion of the variety of ways in 
which law professors help their students feel connected to and at ease with their professor and their legal 
writing classroom.

reBekaH Hanley 
University of Oregon School of Law

Great Right Out of the Gate: Capitalizing on the Strengths of a Novice 

Some aspects of our work become stronger—and easier—with experience.  But only some.  This 
presentation invites participants to celebrate ways in which being a novice is an advantage—a strength 
to be exploited, not a weakness to be cured.  For example, with novelty comes great energy and 
enthusiasm.  Also, inspiration and creativity can reach great heights during a professor’s early years in 
the discipline.  Finally, a new professor’s relative proximity to the work of practicing lawyers or the student 
experience can offer a source of credibility, a library of recently deliberated legal issues, and a reservoir of 
empathy.

nicOle cHOnG 
Associate Dean and Professor of Legal Writing, Penn State Law
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